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Boccia: Noughts and crosses

Sportsability

The boccia version of this well-known game develops accuracy, tactics, teamwork and numeracy.

What you need
Boccia balls or equivalent; for example, in this game, tennis
balls can be used; as many as possible for each team.
Tape or throw down lines to mark the boxes.
Any suitable indoor space.

How to play
The aim of the game is to place 3 balls across, down or
diagonally as in the game Noughts and Crosses.
The game is played by two teams of 2 or 3 players (6 balls per
team) who take turns throwing.
Balls that do not reach the square or come to rest in squares
that are already occupied are ‘foul balls’, are removed from
the area and the opposing team takes its turn.
If a player wishes to take over a square occupied by the
opposition, they must nominate the target square prior to
taking a shot. If the ball does not land in the nominated
square it does not count and is removed.
After all balls have been played, the scores are added up.
Teams receive one point (1) for each square they have
When one team achieves a winning line, or all the balls have

Think about

been played, the ‘end’ is over.

In team play, players must cooperate to make sure they are

Agree a target score or a certain number of ends.

not blocking each other’s boccia balls.

Boccia: Noughts and crosses
Use the STEP model to modify this game

Space

Extension game ‘The Numbers Game’

Increase or decrease the size of the target boxes or move the throwing

Allocate a score to each box; the highest numbers should be

line closer to or further from the target boxes.

in the middle row – stopping a ball here requires

Task

more control.
Players throw in turn and try to propel their balls into the

Change the rules to suit different ability levels; for example,

highest scoring boxes.

some players can have more boccia balls.

Once everyone has played, add up the scores for each team

Teams can choose between throwing to score or to knock

(or individual).

opposing balls out of scoring boxes.

The highest total score wins!

Equipment
Place a skittle or cone in each square as an additional target; if
players knock over the skittle (or get the ball nearest to the
skittle/cone in each box) they score an extra point.

People
Players can play from different positions; for example, teams
can sit at opposite sides of the target boxes.
Team members can decide who will go for each box; or
appoint a captain who determines tactics.

Safety
Stay out of the playing area whilst balls are being thrown.

How to improve
Think about how you are positioned in your box (or how you
angle your ramp if used); this may improve your accuracy.

Integrity
Whatever modifications are used, maintain the integrity of
the game. Avoid modifying a game to the point where it
no longer resembles the original.

Links
For more information about boccia see:
www.bocciaengland.org.uk

